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Abstract
Tibetan is a typical under-resourced language due to its rel-
atively smaller population. Although a character-based end-
to-end (E2E) automatic speech recognition (ASR) model with
transfer learning and multilingual training strategies has mit-
igated the problem of low resources, it often meets overfit-
ting problem. Recently meta-learning performs great in solving
overfitting problem. However, the widely-used coarse-grained
modeling units are not significantly correlated to their pronun-
ciation, which limits the performance improvement of the low-
resource ASR system. Furthermore, meta-learning consists of
a meta-training period and fast self-adaption on the target lan-
guage, and the past meta-training period is lack target language-
specific information. Therefore, we propose a novel E2E low-
resource Lhasa dialect ASR model based on the finer-grained
modeling units and transfer learning with reference to the prop-
erties of Chinese Pinyin. Chinese Pinyin and Tibetan decom-
posed radicals are more related to pronunciation than characters
are, which can compensate for more acoustic information in
low-resource situations. Furthermore, Tibetan modeling units
are utilized in both meta-training and fast self-adaption pro-
cesses to offer language-specific information to solve the low-
resource problem. Experiments show that our proposed method
achieves a 54.9% relative character error reduction rate than the
baseline system.
Index Terms: Automatic speech recognition, modeling units,
end-to-end model, Tibetan, low-resource

1. Introduction
Tibetan speech recognition technique has attracted increasing
attention since it has not been developed well due to the low
resource problem. The Lhasa dialect, as the central Tibetan di-
alect, has many Tibetan manuscripts with a long history. There-
fore, applying natural language processing and speech recogni-
tion techniques to the Lhasa dialect would be meaningful. In
the past decade, the end-to-end (E2E) ASR system emerged
[1, 2]. This framework can directly recognize speech fea-
tures as text without a lexicon. Different kinds of E2E mod-
els have been proposed, e.g., connectionist temporal classifi-
cation (CTC) [3], attention-based encoder-decoder E2E models
[4], and joint CTC-Attention [5]. Recently, the E2E transformer
model [6] was proposed to address neural machine translation
and was applied to ASR tasks [7], which achieved promising
performance as expected. However, the E2E model is data-
hungry, so the ASR performance is not good for low-resource
languages.

* corresponding author.

Figure 1: The comparison between multilingual pretraining and
meta-learning pretraning [12]. θ denotes the system parame-
ters.

The transfer learning-based multilingual training method
proposed in the low-resource machine translation field has been
used to improve the low-resource ASR performance by initial-
izing with high-resource languages [8, 9, 10]. Recently, the
meta-learning [11] has significantly advanced the low-resource
problem by fast self-adapting. Meta-learning is proved that it is
more beneficial for the ASR model than the transfer learning-
based pretraining method [12] as shown in Figure 1. It is also
proved that meta-learning can solve overfitting problem [12].
In this paper, we regard meta-learning as two separated pro-
cesses, namely meta-training on source languages and fast self-
adaption on the target language. However, the meta-training
period is always lacking target language-specific knowledge,
which is negative to improve the low-resource situation. Fur-
thermore, the widely used coarse-grained modeling units al-
ways have a large quantity, which leads to the out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) problem, especially under low-resource circumstances.

In our previous work [13], a Tibetan radical-based ASR sys-
tem was proposed to solve the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) prob-
lem. Most E2E ASR systems are based on coarse-grained mod-
eling units, such as Chinese or Tibetan characters, which are
always biased towards offering linguistic information, but not
significantly correlated to their pronunciation. Since Tibetan
and Chinese belong to the same language family, Tibetan rad-
ical structure is more similar to Chinese syllable structure in
pronunciation aspect. Inspired by this knowledge, it is possi-
ble to utilize the correlation of Chinese syllables and Tibetan
radicals to solve the low-resource problem of Tibetan, where
the Chinese syllable is represented by Chinese Pinyin. There-
fore, in this study, we solve the low-resource problem in two
aspects for Lhasa dialect ASR model: (1) Utilizing the rela-
tion of Chinese Pinyin and Tibetan radical to make model learn
more knowledge across similar languages and modeling units to
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tackle the low-resource problem. (2) We regard meta-learning
as two phases, and the first meta-training is meant to get bet-
ter parameters for fast self-adapting to the target task. So the
performance of meta-training has a large impact on the perfor-
mance of the final ASR model. We propose an initialization
strategy for the first meta-training phase of meta-learning to re-
place random initialization to make model be trained well for
the next stage. On this basis, the multi-level modeling units
(character-level and radical or syllable-level) and meta-learning
are combined to offer Tibetan language-specific information in
meta-training process.

2. Related Work
Meta-learning method has achieved good results in K-shot
learning [14, 15, 16], machine translation [17], dialogue gen-
eration [18], speaker adaption [19] and other fields. Model-
agnostic meta-Learning (MAML) is a universal and model-
independent meta-learning method [20]. It solved the prob-
lem of how to handle different model architectures and different
problem settings. The key idea of MAML is to obtain the initial
parameters through pre-training so that the model parameters
have the best performance on the new task after passing through
one or more gradient update steps. Recently, MAML has make
a great progress in ASR [12]. Use f to denote model, which
can map observation x to output y. During meta-learning, the
model is trained to be able to adapt to a large or infinite number
of tasks that are under distribution p(T ).

Formally, a model is represented by a parametrized function
fθ with parameters θ. When adapting to a new task Ti, the
model’s parameters are updated to θ′i. θ′i is computed using
gradient descent updates on task Ti:

θ′i = θ − α▽θ LTi(fθ) (1)

The step size α can be fixed as a hyperparameter. More
concretely, the meta-objective is as follows:

min
θ

∑

Ti∼p(T )

LTi(fθ′i) =
∑

Ti∼p(T )

LTi(fθ−α▽θLTi
(fθ)) (2)

The meta-optimization across tasks is performed via
stochastic gradient descent (SGD), such that the model param-
eters θ are updated as follows:

θ ← θ − β ▽θ

∑

Ti∼p(T )

LTi(fθ′i) (3)

3. Proposed method
This paper treats bilingual finer-grained modeling units as
source languages to improve the target Tibetan ASR system.
And a transfer learning-based initialization strategy is proposed.
On this basis, the multilevel Tibetan modeling units are com-
bined with meta-learning. In this section, proposed methods
will be introduced in detail.

3.1. Finer-grained Modeling Units for Tibetan Speech
Recognition

A Tibetan character can be further segmented into a sequence
of subcharacter tokens (radicals) [13]. The vertically stacking
components in a character are separated and treated as individ-
ual units and the boundary mark between two consecutive char-
acters as shown in Figure 2. This subcharacter unit set then con-
sists of 56 Tibetan components and a boundary marker. In [13],

Figure 2: The decomposition strategy of Tibetan character.

Figure 3: Some examples of Tibetan letters with corresponding
Chinese Pinyin.

the performance of Tibetan radical-based ASR systems is far
better than Tibetan character-based systems, which proves that
using radicals as modeling units can solve the OOV problem to
some extent. In this paper, the radical-based Lhasa dialect E2E
ASR system is one of our baselines.

Finer-grained bilingual modeling units: Pinyin is an of-
ficial Chinese character phonetic Latinization plan [21]. The
Tibetan alphabet has 30 basic letters, and every letter has cor-
responding Chinese Pinyin [22]. This paper regarded one letter
in different positions (up or down) as various radicals, so the
number of radicals is expanded to 56. In Figure 3, nine ex-
amples of Tibetan letters are shown. These two finer-grained
units have high correlation and are more correlated with pro-
nunciation, which is better to offer more acoustic knowledge to
solve the low-resource problem. In addition, Chinese is in the
same language family as Tibetan, so the ASR model learns the
information across two languages. In this paper, a novel bilin-
gual ASR system with the finer-grained and bilingual model-
ing units is proposed, and multilevel modeling units are inves-
tigated to improve the performance of the low-resource Lhasa
dialect E2E ASR system. The multilevel modeling units mean
the trainable units contain two different granularities, like char-
acter and Pinyin in Chinese or character or character and radical
in Tibetan.

Combination of multilevel modeling units with meta-
learning: The meta-learning consists of two steps, namely,
meta-training and fast self-adaption. On the basis of solving the
overfitting problem, the meta-learning-based ASR model can
learn target language-specific information in meta-training pro-
cess to alleviate the low-resource problem by combining it with
multilevel modeling units as shown in Figure 4. In this paper,
the Chinese character, Pinyin, and Tibetan character are used as
source tasks, while Tibetan radical is used as target task. The
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Figure 4: The combination of meta-learning and multilevel
modeling units.

Figure 5: Transfer learning-based meta learning method.

proposed method can offer Tibetan language-specific informa-
tion in both meta-training and fast self-adaption processes.

3.2. Transfer learning-based Meta Training for Tibetan
Speech Recognition

In ASR field, the different languages are treated as different
tasks. Given the source tasks T = {T1, T2, ..., TK}, MAML
can learn initial parameters θ from T to fast adapt to the target
task Tt with parameters θ′t [12]:

θ′t = Learn(Tt, θ) = Learn(Tt,MetaLearn(T )) (4)

Learn represents the learning process using cross-entropy loss.
MateLearn represents the process of meta-learning.

In the meta-training process, samples from a source task i
from T is divided into training set T tr

i and test set T te
i . First,

T tr
i is used to simulate the language-specific training process

to obtain θ′i. This process is optimized by the gradient descent
method, and the loss function is the cross-entropy loss. Then, θ′i
is evaluated on the test set T te

i by the meta-objective shown in
Equation (2) and updated with meta-gradient shown in Equation
(3). This process is carried out for each source task to obtain
a great initialization parameter θ. Finally, θ is fine-tuned by
samples from target task Tt to obtain θ′t. The test set of the
target task is used for the final performance evaluation.

As mentioned above, the meta training process will obtain
initialization parameters θ, which is crucial for fast adaptation
and system performance. So it can be regarded as a key part
of the entire model training. In the previous meta-learning, the
model always has a random initialization to obtain θ∗ before
meta training. After meta training procedure, θ∗ will be updated
to meta-initialization parameters θ to be fine-tuned with target
task Tt and obtain θ′t. On the contrary, It is no doubt that this
random initialization process will greatly affect meta-trained
model parameters and then affect the performance of the tar-
get task. In this paper, the transfer learning-based high-resource
language initialization strategy instead of random initialization

Table 1: ASR performance (CER%) with different settings of
modeling units based on joint-training on Lhasa dialect (LA)
and Mandarin (CH) selected from the AISHELL-1 corpus (“c”
indicates a Tibetan character and Chinese character-based
model, “r” indicates a Tibetan radical-based model and “p”
indicates a Chinese Pinyin-based model).

B
ili

ng
ua

lT
ra

in
in

g

Source Languages Target Languages LA-TST (CER%)
\ LA (c) (baseline 1) 36.02
\ LA (r) (baseline 2) 34.96

CH (c) LA (c) 32.94
CH (p) LA (c) 32.91
CH (p) LA (r) 30.44
\ LA (c+r) (baseline 3) 29.61

CH (c) LA (c+r) 28.84
CH (p) LA (c+r) 28.59

CH (c+p) LA (c+r) 28.81

M
et

a
L

ea
rn

in
g Source Task Target Task LA-TST (CER%)

CH (c) LA (c) 28.65
CH (p) LA (c) 27.74
CH (p) LA (r) 17.07

CH (c)+LA (c) LA (r) 16.63
CH (p)+LA(c) LA (r) 16.59

CH (c)+CH (p)+LA (c) LA (r) 16.24

was utilized to obtain θ∗ as shown in Figure 5, which makes a
significant improvement. The character-level and radical-level
modeling units were regarded as one of the source tasks and the
target task, respectively.

4. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate a set of models built using our pro-
posed method.

4.1. Dataset

The Lhasa dialect speech corpus contains 33.2 hours of speech
data corresponding to more than 38,700 sentences collected
from 14 male and 11 female Lhasa Tibetan native speakers. The
recording script is mainly composed of declarative sentences
covering a wide range of topics. The speech signal is sampled
at 16 kHz with 16-bit quantization. The training set contains
30.4-hour speech data. The development set and testing set con-
tain 1.1-hour and 1.7-hour speech data, respectively. To train a
balanced bilingual ASR system, we select partial speech data
from the AISHELL-1 corpus (CH) [23]. The training set con-
tains 27 hours of speech data, and the test set includes 4.1 hours
of speech data, with three female and three male speakers.

4.2. The E2E Baseline ASR Systems for Lhasa Dialect

In this study, ASR tasks are based on the attention-based trans-
former model (ASR-Transformer) [6]. In this paper, the 6×6
Encoder-Decoder with 8-head Attention structure is used, and
the hidden units are 512. First, we built a monolingual E2E
transformer speech recognition system with only the Lhasa di-
alect based on the character-level and radical-level modeling
units, respectively. In this paper, the actual acoustic feature di-
mension is 480 with the stitching frame method.

A well-trained Mandarin ASR model with a CER of 9%
was used as an initializing model. This model was trained by
178 hours of speech data from the AISHELL-1 corpus [23]. Fi-
nally, our character-based baseline reduced the CER to 36.02%,
and the radical-based baseline reduced the CER to 34.96%, as
shown in Table 1. Furthermore, we built a self-fusion E2E ASR
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system with a CER of 29.61% in the same way as described
in [13], shown in Table 1, as another baseline. It was jointly
trained by Tibetan characters and Tibetan radicals for compari-
son with multilevel unit-based systems.

4.3. Bilingual Training-based Lasha Dialect E2E ASR Sys-
tems with Multi-level Unit

In this section, based on the multilingual transformer archi-
tecture, two different languages were jointly trained based on
multi-level modeling units. All transcriptions have been marked
with the corresponding language tags at the front. The Tibetan
radicals and Chinese pinyin-based system (LA(r)+CH(p)) in
Table 1 showed the best bilingual modeling performance in the
single-level Tibetan modeling unit-based ASR systems, with a
CER of 30.44%, which was relatively reduced by 15%. There-
fore, by using the pronunciation similarity of these two units
and their correlation with pronunciation, joint-training Tibetan
radicals, and Chinese Pinyin can solve the low-resource prob-
lem to some extent.

In addition, the multi-level Tibetan modeling units are uti-
lized in these experiments. In Table 1, the performance of multi-
level Tibetan units-based ASR systems was shown to be better
than others due to the sharing of information across different
modeling units and the increase in available data. The character-
and radical-based Lhasa dialect E2E ASR system jointly trained
with Chinese Pinyin (LA(c+r)+CH(p)) performed best with
CER of 28.59%, and relatively improved the performance by
3.4% and 20.6% compared with that of LA(c+r) and LA(c), re-
spectively. These results further proved that Pinyin could signif-
icantly improve the low-resource problem of the Lhasa dialect.
However, the performance of LA(c+r)+CH(c+p) decreased lit-
tle compared with LA(c+r)+CH(p). We reason that the well-
trained model may be more partial to the Chinese speech recog-
nition task because of the inseparable correlation between Chi-
nese characters and Chinese Pinyin. In general, the multi-level
unit-based training can further solve the low-resource problem
and improve the performance of Lhasa dialect ASR.

4.4. Meta Learning-based Lasha Dialect E2E ASR Systems
with Multilevel Units

We used the 178h speech data of AISHELL-1 to pretrain the
meta-training model. By using the initialization strategy, the
CER was reduced to 17.52% as shown in Table 2 comparing
with LA(c+r) (baseline 3). So the rest experiments were all
based on this method. Using Chinese characters as source task
and Tibetan characters as target task (Source: CH(c)+Target:
LA(c)) was the meta-learning baseline system with the CER
of 28.65%. The same modeling unit settings were utilized to
build ASR models for fairly comparing the meta-learning with
joint training. Experiments in Table 1 showed the radical-based
modeling unit as the target task (Target: LA(r)) significantly
improved the ASR systems because the radical-based modeling
units can solve the OOV problem [13].

With longitudinally comparing, the performances of
Source: CH(p)+Target: LA(c) and Source: CH(p)+Target:
LA(r) were better than these of Source: CH(c)+Target: LA(c)
and Source: CH(c)+Target: LA(p), respectively. There was
a relative performance improvement by 40.4% compared with
the meta-learning baseline. So the finer-grained modeling units
were also beneficial for meta-learning. The ASR systems based
on multi-level Tibetan modeling units (using LA(c) as one of
the source tasks and LA(r) as target task) performed better than
these based on single-level Tibetan modeling units (only using

Table 2: The comparison of random initialization and proposed
initialization strategy in meta training process.

Training set or
Source task+Target task

initialization
strategy LA-TST (CER%)

LA (c+r)(baseline3) yes 29.61
LA (c)+LA (r) no 31.19
LA (c)+LA (r) yes 17.52

one kind of Tibetan modeling units as target task). It denoted
that the language-specific information can improve the perfor-
mance of low-resource ASR systems. The performance was im-
proved perfectly by using Chinese characters, Chinese Pinyin,
and Tibetan characters as source task (CH(c)+CH(p)+LA(c))
with CER of 16.24%, which improved the performance by
43.3% compared with the meta-learning baseline. So the meta-
learning can learn more information across source tasks to fast
self-adapt to the target task without the over-fitting problem.

With horizontally comparing with results of Bilingual
Training and Meta Learning in Table 1, meta-learning-based
ASR systems significantly outperformed the joint-training ones
with the same modeling units settings. Overall, the meta-
learning method improved the system performance by 54.9%
compared with LA(c) baseline 1. In conclusion, meta-learning
is a promising method in low-resource ASR tasks and better
than the joint-training method. In addition, our proposed finer-
grained bilingual modeling units-based method also obtained a
satisfactory performance.

Therefore, the proposed method of combining meta-
learning with multilevel modeling units proceeded with a great
performance on low-resource Tibetan speech recognition. On
the basis of meta-learning solving the overfitting problem, mul-
tilevel Tibetan modeling units let model learn sufficient Tibetan
language-specific knowledge in meta-training period.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we focused on compensating for acoustic knowl-
edge in the E2E ASR model and meta training ASR models
based on transfer learning to improve the low-resource situa-
tion for the Lhasa dialect. To solve the low-resource data issue,
we investigated multi-level modeling units-based joint training
and meta training. Proposed finer-grained modeling units were
useful for compensating for acoustic information. The simi-
larity of Pinyin and Tibetan radical offered more trainable in-
formation across languages and modeling units. Furthermore,
the Tibetan language-specific information in meta-training pe-
riod improved the performance of low-resource ASR systems.
Compared to the baseline, the performance of the best jointly
learning-based E2E ASR system we proposed showed a 20.6%
relative improvement, and that of the meta learning-based E2E
ASR system showed a 54.9% relative improvement. Experi-
ments show that our proposed methods can effectively model
the low-resource Tibetan speech. This paper supports a new di-
rection for low-resource language research. In future work, we
will investigate the correlation between the source languages
and target language to obtain promising performance.
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